
Bacon Escape

**About Bacon Escape**

Bacon Escape is an action arcade game for smartphones and tablets where players need to help a

little piggy to escape from an animal prison.

In Bacon Escape you control a little pig, that is currently fleeing from a cruel animal prison. On the

run, it is persecuted by his kidnappers, who want to capture it at any cost. Your goal is to escape

from the captivity of the nasty kidnappers and reach the idyllic and fabled place "Happyplace",

where your friends are waiting for you. In over 24 levels you can experience different landscapes,

from mountain landscapes to oceans. There are also numerous obstacles along the route that

want to prevent you from continuing your journey. Only if you avoid all obstacles, diligently collect

coins and prove good timing can you escape your captors.

**Bacon Escape - Features:**

- Escape your kidnappers: In Bacon Escape, you accompany a cute little pig that is escaping from

his evil kidnappers. After the pig broke out of an animal prison, it is pursued by its kidnappers who

want to capture it at any price. You flee in a lore that drives over fast-paced and daring routes.

Your task is very simple: you have to control the lore together with the pig and make sure that the

piggy arrives safely at the so-called "Happyplace", where his friends are waiting.

-  Dodge obstacles: Getting the pig to its destination sounds easier than it actually is. There are

many obstacles waiting for you on the track that you have to dodge. Each obstacle also requires a

different reaction and control. For example, if you want to get rid of spikes, you just have to tap on

the screen. However, if you hold down the screen for a long time, you can lift platforms. No matter

how: you have to avoid all obstacles and get all the dangers out of the way to continue your

journey safely.

- Collect coins: There are not only obstacles, but also coins on the route that you should collect.

With these coins, you can unlock new characters or lores. In total, over 30 playable characters can

be unlocked.

- Second chance: In the course of the game, you will come upon red apples that are on the track

again and again. These can be especially helpful if you could not avoid an obstacle. With the help

of apples, you can revive yourself in no time.

Conclusion: Bacon Escape is a fast-paced and entertaining arcade game, which convinces by cute

characters and numerous varied levels.


